
Online Advertising Fraud 
How cybercriminals exploit the online 
advertising platform 

 



Let’s begin by stating the obvious… 

…the Internet is important for marketing!  

This is ONLY 
possible if 

people 
continue to 
have trust in 
the medium! 
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The web has fundamentally changed the way that brands and marketers can connect with the consumers, opening up massive opportunity for two-way engagement and deeper, more targeted relationships.This shift has also opened up many questions for those of you in the room about the intersection between online marketing and the law, whether it be about targeted advertising and privacy, changes in publisher contracts and ad platform deals, IP policy and much more.  You know these issues well and there has been a lot of valuable discussions on them in recent years, including great events like this one today.But what legal experts in this field should also be exploring further is understanding the emergence of digital crime as meaningfully impacting on- line advertising business.<click to first animation transition> The size of the opportunity is enormous, as the online ad industry and everything that relies upon it continues to grow. <click again to second transition> But this growth is only possible if people continue to have trust in the medium. We need to ensure the integrity of the platform to ensure it remains the viable base we all rely on for the future.  Unfortunately, digital crime threatens in substantive ways the future of the Internet economy…and your business.<transition to next slide…>
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Merchants who want to advertise online work with an ad exchange (MS Ad Center, Google e.g.) [CLICK]The Ad exchange then uses algorithms to serve the most logical ad to the most relevant publisher website [CLICK]Internet users see the ads on the publisher websites and click on them [CLICK 7 TIMES]And the advertisers pay for those clicks. The ad exchange keeps some of that revenue and the site publishers keeps the rest. [CLICK]
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Robot networks – Botnets 101 
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<Note to speaker: this in an animated slide>Here’s essentially how a botnet works…Step one for creating botnets is to infect computers with malicious software.  [CLICK] Computers operating without up-to-date and legitimate software, including anti-virus and anti-malware protection, are significantly more prone to becoming infected and incorporated into a botnet.Once the bot-herder has a nice army of infected zombie computers operating under his control and checking into his central command and control operation for instructions [CLICK], he can direct this botnet army to do just about anything he wants.  He can tell them to: [CLICK] dance!, [CLICK] stop!, [CLICK] attack online sites! [CLICK] spam [CLICK] go to sleep.  These botnets are effective tools for cybercriminals because of the distributed power of “innocent” infected computers and because tracing the source of attacks back to the commanding bot-herder can be very difficult.<trasition to next slide…>
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That ad model can be exploited in a number of ways that victimizes both advertisers and consumers. I’m going to talk to three of the major categories of exploitation. [CLICK]In the case of malicious code, bad actors distribute malicious code within ads, which infects computers when users click on the ads. This can lead to several forms of abuse. In some cases [CLICK] the ad-based malware infects a computer that either steals or tricks the user into giving up their credentials, resulting in identity theft.In other cases [CLICK] the malware-infected computer comes under the control of a bot-herder as part of a botnet.A second major category of abuse is click fraud [CLICK]. In that case, the fraudster buys automated, fake ad clicks, often from a bot-herder. [CLICK]  If the ad exchange is not closely monitoring the quality of the ad clicks, an advertiser can be defrauded. And the click fraudsters are getting more sophisticated at disguising fake clicks as legitimate traffic.Finally, the ad model can be exploited by cyber piracy [CLICK], also known as cybersquatting. This type of crime deceives consumers through brand exploitation and it can harm advertisers in several ways. If a cybersquatter parks on the domain nikee.com, he might try to host ads for the real Nike so that a consumer who mistyped the name and winds up there will simply click on the Nike ad, costing Nike ad dollars they wouldn’t have paid if the consumer had reached their site in the first place.Alternatively, the cybersquatter might host ads for a competitor (Adidas) and the consumer winds up buying Adidas shoes instead of the Nike shoes they were looking for, so Nike’s brand ends up benefiting a competitor.
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Looking more closely at the ad-based malicious code, once a user clicks on an ad containing malware, he or she may get phishing messages that use social engineering to trick them into giving out a password, or the malware might automatically provide the users credentials to the credential thief. And we’re seeing this as a whole criminal network, with complex structures and partnerships. So for instance [CLICK] the credential thief pays the malicious code distributor with the ill-gotten gains enabled by the malicious code. In the case of botnets [CLICK] a user clicks on an infected ad, and his or her machine downloads malware that makes it part of an army of zombies controlled remotely by a botherder. The user may not even notice the computer is infected, but it’s as if someone started operating a drug den out of your house while you were at work, without your knowledge. Botnets can be used to commit almost any type of cybercrime on a massive scale, and in the case of click fraud, they can be used to generate automated clicks on legitimate ads, defrauding advertisers.
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With click fraud, we see a kind of vicious circle. The click fraudster contracts with the ad exchange to serve ads to his site. [CLICK]. He then might pay a bot-herder  [CLICK] to use his army of zombie computers [CLICK]. The botnet automates clicks on the ads [CLICK] [CLICK]. The advertiser may be charged for the fraudulent clicks [CLICK] paying the ad exchange which pays the publisher [CLICK] [CLICK][CLICK] as a result, without careful oversight of the click quality, advertisers could be charged for illegitimate clicks. 
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The cyber pirate operates by “domain parking,” buying up otherwise worthless domain names that are a typo away from a legitimate brand.  [CLICK]The cybersquatter might try to host ads for the real Nike [CLICK] so that a consumer who mistyped the name and winds up there will simply click on the Nike ad, costing Nike ad dollars they wouldn’t have paid if the consumer had reached their site in the first place.[CLICK]Alternatively, the cybersquatter might host ads for a competitor (Adidas) and the consumer winds up buying Adidas shoes instead of the Nike shoes they were looking for, so Nike’s brand ends up benefiting a competitor. [CLICK]Ad revenue for either click goes to the ad exchange and the cyber pirate gets the fraudulently obtained ad dollars.
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Since 2010, Microsoft has led efforts to take-down or disrupt several of the world’s largest and most notorious botnets.  We’ve partnered with a diverse range of private and public sector actors to undermine these major drivers of global cybercrime.These efforts started with an action codenamed “Operation b49,” where we targeted the Waledac botnet. Waledac was the first botnet takedown in Microsoft’s Project MARS -- Microsoft Active Response for Security -- a joint effort between Microsoft’s Digital Crimes Unit, Microsoft Malware Protection Center and the Trustworthy Computing team to annihilate botnets and undo the damage they cause. Based on the knowledge gained in Waledac, we then took down a larger and more notorious botnet known as Rustock in an action codenamed “Operation b107.”  Rustock has been known to be one of the largest sources of spam in the world.  The Rustock botnet was estimated to have approximately a million infected computers under its control, making it capable of sending up to 30 billion spam mails every day.Because the spam sent by Rustock propagated a market for fake drugs, drug-maker Pfizer served as a declarant in this case. Pfizer’s declaration provided evidence that the drugs advertised through this kind of spam can often contain wrong active ingredients, incorrect dosages or worse, due to the unsafe conditions fake pharmaceuticals are often produced in. The Dutch High Tech Crime Unit and CNCERT supported Microsoft in important elements of the takedown in the Netherlands and China respectively. Later, Microsoft took down its third botnet, Kelihos, and for the first time named a defendant in a civil case involving a botnet. This demonstrates our commitment to aggressively protect our platform and customers against abuse. Naming defendants also helps expose how cybercrime is enabled when domain providers and other cyber infrastructure providers fail to know their customers. Without a domain infrastructure, botnet operators and other purveyors of scams and malware would find it much harder to operate anonymously and out of sight. Microsoft’s analysis of the Kelihos botnet showed large portions of Kelihos code were shared with Waledac, which suggested that Kelihos was either from the same parties or that the code was obtained, updated and reused. Once we learned of the apparent relationship to Waledac, we immediately began developing a plan to take out Kelihos using similar technical measures.  That effort led us to work with Kaspersky and Kyrus Tech on the takedown effort.In January 2012, based on new evidence in the Kelihos case, Microsoft amended its original complaint and named Andrey N. Sabelnikov, a Russian software programmer, as a new defendant in the lawsuit. Subsequently, in October 2012, Microsoft reached an agreement with Mr. Sabelnikov and officially settled and closed the Kelihos botnet case.In March 2012, Microsoft – in collaboration with the Financial Services – Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC) and NACHA – The Electronic Payments Association, as well as Kyrus Tech Inc. – executed a coordinated global action against the most harmful botnets using the Zeus family of malwareUnlike our prior botnet takedown operations, the goal here was not really a traditional “takedown” or the permanent shutdown of all impacted targets. Rather, our goal was a strategic disruption of operations to mitigate the threat in order to cause long-term damage to the cybercriminal organization that relies on these botnets for illicit gain, and to gather intelligence that can be used to identify those responsible while also helping victims regain control of their infected computers. In the fall of 2012, Microsoft disrupted the Nitol botnet. Cybercriminals built the Nitol botnet by distributing malware infected counterfeit software on computers in an unsecure supply channel.  The botnet extends beyond its initial victims by infecting others through USB flash drives. Nitol’s primary functionality is to perform distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, which cybercriminals often use to cripple large networks, and can pose a serious threat to critical infrastructure like financial services and utility providers.  The botnet’s malware also creates hidden access points onto a victim’s computer that cybercriminals can exploit to break into a victim’s online service accounts like email, online banking, and social networking sites. Also in the fall of 2012, we announced that we had dismissed the lawsuit pursuant to a settlement agreement with the named defendant in the Nitol operation, who operated the malicious domain behind the botnet. As part of the settlement, the operator of the malicious domain behind Nitol had agreed to work in cooperation with Microsoft and the Chinese Computer Emergency Response Team (CN-CERT) on a series of remedial steps to help undo the damage caused by Nitol.In February 2013, Microsoft and Symantec announced that the companies successfully took down the dangerous Bamital botnet which hijacked people’s search results and took them to potentially dangerous websites. Microsoft and Symantec established and implemented an official webpage that notifies victims about the Bamital infection and offers them an easy-to-use method to remove the infection.Shortly after the takedown, Microsoft shared initial results following the Bamital botnet takedown and thanked CERT-In for their cooperation in the operation’s clean up procedure.In June 2013, Microsoft, in cooperation with the financial services and other industry partners as well as the FBI, executed a coordinated, simultaneous operation to disrupt more than a thousand botnets using Citadel malware, which used victims’ own computers to secretly steal passwords and online banking information. This massive global cybercrime ring was believed to be responsible for more than half a billion dollars in losses among people and businesses worldwide. This cooperative action is part of a growing proactive effort by the public and private sectors to help protect people and businesses from online fraud and identity theft as well as advance cloud security for everyone. We will use the intelligence gained from this operation to help rescue people’s computers from the control of Citadel to the greatest extent possible.Due to the threat’s size and complexity, Microsoft, the FBI and our partners do not expect to fully take out all of the botnets in the world using the Citadel malware. However, we do expect that this action will significantly disrupt the botnets’ operation, helping quickly release victims from the threat and making it riskier and more costly for the cybercriminals to continue doing business. In December 2013, Microsoft disrupted a dangerous botnet that infected nearly two million computers all over the world and cost online advertisers upwards of $2.7 million each month. Microsoft, in conjunction with Europol’s European Cybercrime Centre (EC3), the Federal Bureau of Investigation and technology industry leaders such as A10 Networks, took action against the rampant Sirefef botnet, also known as ZeroAccess. ZeroAccess targeted all major search engines and browsers, including Google, Bing and Yahoo!. The majority of computers infected with ZeroAccess were located in the U.S. and Western Europe. Similar to the Bamital botnet, which Microsoft and industry partners took action against in February, ZeroAccess was responsible for hijacking search results and directing people to potentially dangerous websites that could install malware onto their computer, steal their personal information or fraudulently charge businesses for online advertisement clicks. ZeroAccess also committed click fraud.Less than two weeks after Microsoft filed its civil case in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas against ZeroAccess, the criminals abandoned their botnet. As a result, Microsoft requested that the court close the civil case in order to allow law enforcement to continue their investigative efforts in the matter.
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<Note to speaker: this is an animated slide where circles change size when you click down>Our unique approach of disruption is to raise the cost of doing business for the criminals. The more we go on the offense to take down botnets, the more expensive it becomes for criminals to conduct business. 
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Expect to hear a lot more about these efforts in the future as we work to disrupt the cybercriminal infrastructure and build the intelligence that can help the community better protect itself from attacks like these.That concludes my prepared remarks.  Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today.  We look forward to answering any questions you might have.  We also invite you to reach out afterwards if you’d like to talk further about these issues and, if you’re interested in digital crime issues, we welcome you to follow our DCU team on Facebook and Twitter.
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